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November 12, 2002 ◆

“Tell the truth
and don’t be afraid.”

T U E S D AY

A Domercant
double-double

VOLUME 87, NUMBER 56
T H E D A I LY E A S T E R N N E W S . C O M

Senior guard Henry Domercant’s 35
points and 10 rebounds led the
Panthers to a 95-89.
Page 12

Judge
grants
Mertz’s
request

After delays, theater ready to ‘Godot’
◆ Theater will be open on time for play
By Melissa Nielsen
CAMPUS EDITOR

By Maura Possley
CITY EDITOR

The prosecution will be allowed
to investigate the counseling murder suspect Anthony B. Mertz
sought for drinking too much and
not sleeping enough in hopes of
making their case stronger for
trial on Jan. 27.
Circuit Court Judge Dale A. Cini
granted
the
prosecution’s
request Friday
to look into the
counseling
Mertz,
26,
sought
after
being released
from the Marine
Corps. The state
will
disclose Anthony Mertz
Mertz’s treatment providers
once they’re named and will be able
to subpoena their records.
State’s Attorney Steve Ferguson
said upon examination of Mertz by
Dr. Park Dietz from Park Dietz and
Associates, a well-known west
coast forensics consulting firm,
Mertz said he received counseling
from Veteran’s Administration
mental health center because he
was drinking too much and getting
little sleep.
Mertz is accused of killing former Eastern student Shannon
McNamara at her apartment at
1125 Fourth St. on June 12, 2001.
He is charged with first-degree
murder, sexual assault and home
invasion, and if convicted, could
receive the death penalty because
SEE MERTZ
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SPORTS

M E L I S S A N I E L S E N / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Kyle Snyder, a sophomore elementary education major; Jeff Beal, a freshman English
major; Luke Gerdes, a junior theater major and Mike Dwiggin, a junior theater major,
rehearse their final bows in the Village Theater Monday night preparing for “Waiting for
Godot.” The play opens Wednesday at the Village Theater.

Administrators in the theater department are excited to show off the finished theater space this week, but
there is still plenty of work behind the scenes.
For the past few months, The Village Theater on
18th Street had been filled with
construction crews battling against
More inside
the calendar to finish the theater
◆ Theater
before the opening of “Waiting for
department’s
Godot” on Wednesday. However, on
play appeals
Monday afternoon, the building
to the cerebral
was quiet and the crews were gone
side
except for one man left wiring the
Page 2
final sound equipment.
John Oertling, chair of the theater department, said it was relief to have the theater
done and the construction has been an added pressure
for everyone involved with the play.
Oertling hoped the entire building would be finished
by Nov. 1, but when the scenery, the lighting and the
seats were not installed by then, crews focused their
attention solely on the theater. The approaching deadline caused a sense of urgency for people involved
with “Waiting for Godot,” but the completion of the
project Monday was reason for celebration.
“We were rushing,” he said. “We knew we were
pushing it.”
Clarence Blanchette, a theater professor who was
the director of “Waiting for Godot,” said the cast and
crew picked up on the hurried attitude, but were not
negatively impacted.
“There was a little bit of a rush toward the end, but
it wasn’t bad,” he said.
Now that the department has one more project completed and is closer to settling into the former IGA
building, he said the actors feel excited and anticipatory.
“The mood is very upbeat,” he said. “I think they are
ready to get this open.”
The theater looks just like Oertling envisioned it
would for opening day, with play lights hung, black
paint covering the walls and the simple scenery prepared. The theater holds 188 seats, eight more than he
had expected, and the hallways are vacant of the
boxes that piled against the walls.
However, as crews and administration turned their
concentration on the theater, the back stage area
became a second priority.
The scene shop is still cluttered with properties and
equipment, but Blanchette said the nature of the play
did not require the area to be completely organized
yet.
“There is nothing in (the scene shop) that we
absolutely have to have today,” Oertling said. “We are
making progress on it.
The properties need to be unpacked and reorganized into a trailer behind the Village Theater, and a
shelf needs to be installed in the sound booth. The
S E E T H E AT E R
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Friends, coworkers, classmates have fond memories of Ford
◆ High school classmate:
‘He had a heart of gold’
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Brian R. Ford, 19, a sophomore
marketing major, died Saturday of
unknown causes and left behind
coworkers, fraternity brothers,
church friends and others who met
him through his involvement on
campus.
A memorial service was held for
Ford Sunday.
Ford was a member of the Delta
Sigma Phi fraternity, American
Red Cross, Christian Campus
House, Student Senate and
University Baptist Church.
“Brian had a heart of gold,” said
Caleb Beiermann, a sophomore
speech communication major. “He
was the type of guy that if you
needed anything, he would be right
there.”
Beiermann attended Jerseyville
Community High School with

Ford,
where
More inside
both are from.
◆ Senate
Ford broke
cancels all of
his leg while
week’s activities
playing soccer
except for
last year but
Project 21 forum
still
kept
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involved
and
continued
to
pledge the Delta Sigma Phi fraternity, said fraternity president
Nathan Mills, a senior career and
technical education major.
Mills said Ford was brotherhood
chair last year and this semester.
Mills said comments read at the
memorial service Sunday were
words written by Ford’s fraternity
brothers.
“He always took advantage of
every opportunity to be the best.
Brian was never afraid to ask a
question, no matter how off the
wall the question was,” Mills said.
He said Ford was always concerned with others.
“Brian would leave his door open
to anyone who wanted to talk,” he

said. “(Ford) would give the shirt
off his back to anyone.”
Ford served on the Student
Senate
Tuition
and
Fees
Committee, Student Legal Services
Board,
Student
Government
Student
Action
Team
and
University Board.
“He was just real upbeat. He
was just a really nice kid,” said
Marty Ruhaak, student vice president for public affairs. “You would
never know he was having a bad
day.”
Ford always had a positive attitude, said Ronnie Deedrick, student vice president for academic
affairs.
“(Ford’s) death was a great loss
to Student Government,” Deedrick
previously told the Daily Eastern
News. “I don’t know of a friendlier
person. You never heard him say a
negative word about anything or
anyone.”
Deedrick said Ford always
waved to members of Student
Government and friends when

working across from the Student
Activities office at Copy Express
in the Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
“He was a good worker,” said
John Crask, manager at Copy
Express. “Just last Friday he was
dancing around and happy he had
received an award for a high GPA.”
Crask was also Ford’s academic
advisor for Baptist Collegiate
Ministries and said Ford’s
Christian faith was obvious in how
he interacted with others.
“He was a very religious person,” Crask said. “He would go out
of his way to talk to people. If
something was bothering you, he
would keep bugging you until you
told him.”
Ford was very involved with
University Baptist Church.
“I actually met him at the
church, and I heard lots of good
things about him before I met
him,” said Casey Carroll, a junior
art major. “He just brought joy to
people. When he asked you how

you were doing, he really wanted
to know how you were doing.”
Carroll said Ford helped her
obtain her current position as student dean for the College of Arts
and Humanities, and she worked
with him at Copy Express.
“He was very excited to be (at
Copy Express), except in the mornings,” Carroll said. “He was always
really chipper.”
Ford was also athletic and tried
to get others involved, said freshman elementary education major
Janna Herndon.
“Brian always took me to try
new things. He took me to water
ski for the first time,” Herndon
said. “He was very outgoing and
tried to help everybody.”
She said his dog was another
important part of his life.
“He loved his dog, Ginger. He
always said that she was the woman
in his life,” Herndon said, smiling.
Ford was involved in Greek life
SEE MEMORIES
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‘Godot’ features
‘absurdist’ plot line
By Tim Martin
ACTIVITIES EDITOR

When freshman Jeff Beals left
the open audition for “Waiting
for Godot” in late September, he
was unsure if he would get a role
in the play.
A few days later, director
Clarence Blanchette selected
Beals, who previously had no
major acting experience, as
Estragon, the lead role in
“Godot,” a play written by
Samuel Beckett.
The decision to put such an
inexperienced actor in the lead
role might be considered
unorthodox, but then again, so is
the play.
Blanchette said the play was
under the “absurdist” genre,
which means it does not have a
traditional plot format.
“I think (Beckett) was showing
20th century life,” he said. “At
the heart, I think the play speaks
to the human condition and about
who we are.”
Beals, an English major, said
the play is “totally absurd” and
forces the audience to stay mentally active.
“I think ‘Godot’ is going to be
one of those things where 75 percent of the audience will either
get up and leave during intermission or not like it at all,” Beals
said. “But for those 25 percent
that will look beyond the nonsensical elements, they will take
something away from it.”
Kyle Snyder, a sophomore theater and education major, was
given the role of Vladimir, the costar of the play. Although Snyder
has some high school acting
experience, “Godot” will be his
first at Eastern.
Blanchette did not know the
experience of either actor before
the audition.
“I saw a certain intelligence in
both of them,” he said. “Ideally
you would like juniors and seniors in there, but I liked the sense
of humor in Kyle and Jeff’s intensity.”
The play focuses on two
hoboes (played by Beals and
Snyder) that are afraid of leaving
their surroundings because they
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“I think the play
speaks about the
human condition and
about who we are.”
—Clarence Blanchette
are waiting for Godot.
Snyder said the chemistry
between the two actors must be
solid.
“The characters are like brothers, so I spend a lot of time with
Jeff outside of practice,” he said.
“We have to make it look like we
have known each other for 50
years.”
The actors, which also include
theater majors Mike Dwiggins as
Lucky, Patrick Ham as Boy and
Luke Gerdes as Pazzo, have been
practicing in three different venues for the past six weeks for
three to five hours a night.
The first weeks of practices
were held in a conference room
at Lawson Hall, then were moved
to the Village Theater lobby and
now are finally on the stage
where they will perform.
“We were using two couch
cushions as a mound and a coat
hanger for our tree as props for a
while,” Snyder said. “But things
have gotten a lot better (since the
move to the Village Theater
stage) and everything looks
nice.”
Beals said for those who show
up and stay, it will be a worthwhile experience.
“I encourage people to go and
see it,” he said. “If they try to
keep an open mind and an eye for
details, I think it will be a pretty
satisfying experience.”
Snyder, who has not shaved in
six weeks for his role as
Vladimir, will be sad after the last
performance Sunday afternoon.
“It’ll be hard when it’s all
over...this has been my life for
the last month,” he said.
Performances of ‘Godot’ will
be held at 7 p.m. Wednesday
through Saturday with a Sunday
performance at 2 p.m. at the
Village Theater.
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Treva Anderson, a counselor at the Eastern Counseling Center, talks to students about how to be a positive
cheerleader for themselves Monday night in the Effingham Room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

How to ‘be your own cheerleader’
By Ryan Terrell
S TA F F W R I T E R

Treva
Anderson
of
the
Counseling Center encouraged students to focus less on the negative
things about themselves and more
on focusing on the positive aspects
of their life.
The motivational speech titled
“Being Your Own Cheerleader”
encouraged positive self-talk and
improved self-esteem as part of a
series of programs held by the
Eastern Counseling Department
Monday night in the Effingham
Room of the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
Questions like, “What kind of
messages do we give ourselves?”
and “What do we do when we view
ourselves so negatively?” were
answered during the 45-minute
presentation.
“It is easy to say negative things

about ourselves. Sometimes we
need to look into the mirror and
notice the positive things,”
Anderson said. “Students with negative feelings need help, and that is
why we are here. Counseling is a
free and confidential way of helping your inner-self.”
Notes and personal discussion
were included in the array of information dispersed at the presentation.
Students also took part in a
hands-on activity where they discussed negative feelings and how
to destroy them with self-esteem.
Lisa O’Reilly, a freshman communications major, was glad she
attended the speech.
“I thought this speech was interesting and helpful with my personal
attitude,”
she
said.
“If I ever need to see a counselor I
will be less cautious in doing so–I
now know that they are willing to

help us.”
Carl Courtright, a freshman
business major, also appreciated
the help.
“We never had programs or
meetings like these in high school,”
Courtright said. “I am glad I got a
chance to attend, and I will try to
start to realize the positive things
in my life.”
Anderson, who holds a doctorate
in counseling psychology, has presented motivational speeches like
these for about four years. She,
along with the Counseling Center,
has organized seven counseling
workshops to take place throughout the year.
“We encourage students to
attend the meetings. We are here to
inform you and help you,”
Anderson said. “Most students are
afraid to stop in or call, and we
hope these meetings will ease that
fear.”

BOT lawsuit finally gets day in court
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

A lawsuit filed against the university almost two years ago will
finally go to court Friday.
On Nov. 14 2000, Teshome
Abebe, former vice president for
academic affairs and current professor of economics, filed a lawsuit
against Eastern’s Board of
Trustees and former President
Carol Surles based on racial, sexual and ethnic discrimination.
A pretrial hearing will begin at

2:15 p.m. Friday in the U.S. District
Court in Urbana. Milton Otto,
Abebe’s attorney, said the hearing
will be a meeting between the
judge and the lawyers to list evidence and witnesses to be presented at the actual trial, which begins
Dec. 2.
Annette Samuels, professor of
journalism, is the only person to
have confirmed being subpoenaed
for the trial.
In the lawsuit, Abebe alleged
Surles made advances at him, to
which he did not respond. He was

later fired from his administrative
position, and he returned to a professor position, reducing his
salary.
Abebe is now teaching as a full
tenured professor in the economics department.
Surles was diagnosed with breast
cancer in September of 2000, and
resigned her position to seek treatment in July of 2001, after two and
a half years as president.
Surles previously said in a press
release, “There is not a scintilla of
truth in Dr. Abebe’s allegations.”
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Kim McCullough, a sophomore sociology major, shows prospective Eastern students Dana Balsitis, Sarah Witt and Kerry Kruscher a look at Taylor Hall during their tour of campus Monday
afternoon. They are all seniors from Conant High School in Hoffman Estates. The students were accompanied by Chuck and Joan Witt, and little sister Alyson Witt.

Prospective students impressed with campus, students
By Leslie O’Neil
S TA F F W R I T E R

Waking up at 5 a.m. on Veteran’s
Day to arrive at Eastern on time
for tours proved worthwhile for
prospective students Adam Duffek
and Andrew Zabelka, both from the
suburb of Justice.
Eastern’s compact campus and
friendly student body tipped the
scale for Zabelka, who will “definitely” be entering the university
as a freshman this fall.
“I really like it,” Zabelka said. “It
just seems like it’d be a fun
school to go to. The people seem
really nice and everything’s nearby so you can get to places
quickly.”
And for Duffek, who also has

considered
attending
the
University
of
Illinois
at
Chicago, Lewis University and
Western Illinois University,
Eastern is a “definite option.”
Duffek’s mom, Cathy, and dad,
Jim, accompanied them and also
were impressed with the campus’ size and friendly atmosphere. However, a few things
discouraged them.
“I was unimpressed with seeing
beer bottles and trash in three
or four places under bushes,”
Jim Duffek said. “I just notice
things like that. It just red-flags
me. I thought they should have
picked that up before the open
house.”
Additionally, the group joked
about a sign currently on display

over the Coleman walkway that
boasts 66 percent of EIU students have never driven under
the influence.
“So that means a third of you
drive around drunk,” Adam
Duffek laughed. “That’s great.”
But his mom is not seriously concerned. “From what I’ve seen, I
don’t feel uncomfortable at all
sending my son here,” Cathy
Duffek said. “[The beer bottles and
sign] aren’t indicative of every student.”
In fact, according to Adam’s dad,
everyone they talked to “acted in
the same friendly way.
“We talked to a number of students
[in passing] and they stopped in
their tracks to make sure they
helped us out,” Jim said.

The prospective students were
equally as impressed with the
library facilities as they were with
the friendly students.
“It’s so beautiful, so clean and brand
new,” Adam Duffek said.
The library also impressed prospective student Whitney Puzey.
She realizes that the library was
under construction for a long time
before opening its doors and
believes that the current construction work near Thomas Hall will
enhance the campus.
“It doesn’t discourage me,” she said.
“Construction means improvement,
so it’s a good thing.”
Puzey, who plans to enroll in the fall
as a freshman, had been considering
attending
Illinois
Wesleyan
University but has decided on

Eastern because of its proximity to
her hometown of Fairmont, about 25
minutes south of Danville.
“It’s close to home, one of the smaller [universities] in the state, and I
was really impressed with how nice
people all were.”
However, Puzey would like to be
able to shop in town like she would if
she were to attend Wesleyan in
Bloomington.
“It’s a little disappointing that
there’s not a mall,” she said. “But
there’s Champaign, and I plan on
going home every weekend. So
as long as there’s a Wal-Mart,
I’ll be OK. The Panther
Express goes there. I wouldn’t
be opposed to riding that or
making friends that have
cars.”

Project 21 forum to focus on curbing underage drinking
By John Chambers
STUDENT GOVERNMENT EDITOR

Project 21, a state program
through the Illinois Liquor Control
Commission to curb underage
drinking, will conduct a forum
Thursday to answer any students’
concerns.
The commission has worked
with 73 Illinois colleges in the past,
and while Project 21 does not target college towns, the focus is on
catching and stopping college
underage drinking, said Marty
Ruhaak, student vice president for
public affairs.
“This is something that does
target college students,” he said.
“I would imagine most students
don’t like this, especially underage students. This affects your
weekends; this affects your social
life.”
He said the director of the program, Marie O’Brien, and others
officially involved with Project 21

will be at the forum.
O’Brien has helped in “educating bar owners how to apprehend
underage bar patrons and have
large fines imposed upon them by
authorities,” Ruhaak said. Bar
owners, bouncers and others with
a local liquor license were
already educated.
“They’ve gone over any situation that can occur with minors
serving of alcohol,” Ruhaak said.
“I don’t think she realized this
can be detrimental to students.”
Project 21 focused on bar raids
last year, but this year the attention has been on education, even
though the raids will likely continue in the future, he said.
“I’m sure the raids are not finished. The way I’ve heard it,
they’ve only been postponed,” he
said.
Ruhaak said Project 21 began
around August 2001, and this
meeting with students has not
occurred at other universities

where the program is active.
“This is at least to open the line
of communication with Project
21...one which has not been with
any other university yet,” he said.
“At the same time, we’re educating ourselves.”
He said one reason Project 21
began was because of a survey
conducted early 2001. The survey reported drinking habits
of underage students on
Illinois universities, polling
responses from over 1,000 students between the ages of 18
and 20.
“The results indicate that a
large majority of college students are drinking underage
and buying alcohol at liquor
establishments in Illinois’ college towns,” said literature
from the Illinois Liquor
Control Commission.
The commission and bar
raids have cited Charleston as
having a 57 percent failure

rate in serving underage
drinkers. Ruhaak said Coles
County is rated as the fourth
highest in the state for serving minors.
Ruhaak said this week’s
forum is an opportunity for
students because of the program’s beginning.
“The objective of Project 21
was originally to educate the
bar owners because they can
lose their liquor licenses (by
serving minors),” he said.
Ruhaak sent a letter to the
campus Recognized Student
Organizations in an effort to
encourage
more
student
turnout at the forum.
“With your help, the commission can see that students really do care about what happens
to them, and they will see that
we do not take these laws lightly,” the letter said.
The letter said if minors are
arrested through Project 21,

they will likely have their driver’s license suspended without
a court hearing.
Beginning
Jan.
1,
law
enforcement can sign an affidavit citing underage drinking
occurred and a trial does not
have to be conducted, Ruhaak
said.
“I would love to have people
that like and don’t like Project
21 to turn out,” he said. “Your
voice is important, and it needs
to be heard.”
The forum was named as one
educational event of the semester for fraternities and sororities, he said. Greek students are
required to attend one educational event every semester.
The forum is at 5:30 p.m.
Thursday in the University
Ballroom of the Martin Luther
King Jr. University Union.
There will be a question-andanswer session following the
forum, Ruhaak said.

Martin Luther King Jr. University Union

Bookstore
Eastern Illinois University

25% Off

Russell Products
Runs Nov. 10 - Nov. 16

Store Hours:
Monday - Thursday 8:00am to 8:00pm
Friday 8:00am to 4:30pm
Saturday 10:00am to 4:00pm
Sunday 1:00 pm to 5:00 pm

Phone (217) 581-5821
Fax (217) 581-6625

Stix, BUD, & BULL RIDING

“Come in and
The Mechanical Bull
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OPINION

“Tell the truth and don’t be afraid.”

Focus on new experiences

Editorial board
Shauna Gustafson, Editor in chief
Michelle Jones, Managing editor
Jamie Fetty, News editor
Amber Williams, Associate news editor
Jessica Danielewicz, Editorial page editor
Nate Bloomquist, Sports editor
slgustafson@eiu.edu

EDITORIAL

Keep an
eye on the
situation

Jessica
Danielewicz
Editorial page
editor and
semi-monthly
columnist
for The Daily
Eastern News
Danielewicz also
is a senior
journalism major.
She can be reached
at 581-2812 or
jdanielewicz@eiu.edu

One way Eastern managed to trim a few dollars from its expenses last year was by lowering temperatures in campus buildings to 68
degrees from 70. Administrators say the move

I had one of the most frightening experiences of my life just a
week and a half ago, but I have
lived to tell about it.
Two weeks ago Wednesday I
had my first flying experience
when I took a trip to Orlando,
and the following Sunday I had
flying experience numbers two
and three, in the form of a connecting flight en route to
Charleston.
Yes, I will be 22 years old in
just under a month and I had
never been on a plane before,
never been in an airport – nothing.
Some of my friends were surprised I had made it this far in my
life having never been on a plane.
I did travel when I was little,
but never on a plane. My early
childhood was highlighted by visits to Washington D.C., New York
City and California, among other
destinations, but we always drove.
As the plane took off, I tried to
keep all the visions of every plane
crash I have seen on TV or in the
movies out of my head as well as
concentrating on breathing and
not bursting into tears.
Once we were off the ground
and finally done ascending, it was
smooth sailing, for the most part.
We went through a storm on the
way into Orlando, and the plane

“Life is all about new
experiences. Just as I
am observing my last
experiences in college,
I am experiencing new
things too. We all are.”
shook a lot and the pilot kept
ascending and turning and I was
concentrating on not looking out
the window. Luckily I did not have
a window seat.
The flights home weren’t so
bad. In fact, upon taking off on the
connecting flight from Atlanta to
Indianapolis, I watched outside
the plane as it went up through
the clouds.
My ears will never be the same.
Upon each landing, it took awhile
for my ears to return to normal.
By the time we landed in
Indianapolis at the conclusion of
the trip, I was tired of chewing,
and did not chew gum as I had
been advised. Bad idea – it took a
good day or so for my ears to
recover.
Maybe this really wasn’t my
most frightening experience ever

– I’m sure I’ll have worse experiences as I get older – but I’m not
in a big hurry to get on another
plane anytime soon.
It truly was a step back into
childhood, as a member of my
group made sure I was recognized
as a “first flyer,” complete with a
certificate and a wings sticker.
On a side note, I also was able to
visit Disneyworld for the first
time during my visit.
Going to the airport the morning we departed, I thought about
changing my mind, about just
turning around and going home.
But there was no way I would
pass up this opportunity. I had
also forked over a pretty penny
for the ticket. So I faced my fears
and experienced something new.
Life is all about new experiences. Just as I am observing my
last experiences in college, I am
experiencing new things too. We
all are. I recently experienced my
first flight, and soon I will have
my first real job. I’ll eventually
get married and have kids.
As I’m preparing to graduate, I
am dwelling on what I’m doing for
the last time, what I will likely
never do again. But there really
isn’t any reason for me or anyone
else to do that, because our lives
are just beginning.

saved Eastern between $200,000 and $250,000
without having to inconvenience anyone terribly.
Once again, they’re saying the budget is
stretched to the breaking point and it’s time for
Eastern to start making some sacrifices. Making
cuts to a university budget is
neither simple nor painless
and requires some compromise on everyone’s part. No
one wants to shorten library
hours, cut staff or raise
tuition. So knocking the thermostat down a few notches
seems a simple way to help.
Last year the university
was lucky the winter was so
mild. This winter may not
turn out so well.
Preserving academic quality should always be the primary concern when trying to

At issue
Cooler
temperatures
in campus
buildings
Our stance
Lowering
temperatures
in buildings is
a good way to
try to save
money, but
administrators
need to watch
out for
problems.

run the university with less
money than it may have hoped for. That’s a statement interim President Lou Hencken has been
making since the severity of the budget problem
came to light last year.
Tinkering with the thermostat can be a rather
harmless way to save a few pennies. But it may
not be so harmless if temperatures get in the way

YOUR

of comfort and learning.

Alcohol caused Homecoming incident

Students don’t live and attend class in small
huts. These things happen in large buildings with
many rooms. That means the mere turn of a dial
doesn’t translate into a uniform two-degree drop
in temperature in every classroom and residence
hall room at Eastern.
A lot of rooms where students live and faculty
teach are in question – some of them already too
cold. The situation needs to be monitored in large
buildings with aged heating systems.
Lowering temperatures in campus buildings
can harm academic quality if students, faculty
and staff are suffering unnecessarily. If the environment makes it difficult for a student to concentrate in class or study on-campus, the change
has done more harm than good.
If students complain about having to bundle
up for class every day, administrators should listen. If they huddle around blow dryers in their
rooms to keep warm, hear them out. If professors are lecturing in mittens, the university
should start looking for another place to save
money.
The editorial is the majority opinion of the
Daily Eastern News editorial board.

TURN:

LETTERS

In response to the letter
entitled “Stupidity caused incident, not alcohol,” I would like
to say that I disagree completely with you, Brian.
Alcohol is a drug that causes
people to lose their inhibitions,
especially when taken in
excessive doses. Many students were drinking all of
Homecoming weekend, beginning their festivities when
their last class ended on
Friday. I know people who
were completely and utterly
intoxicated on Saturday for
the parade, and they were not
thinking clearly. There were
also hundreds and hundreds of
obviously intoxicated students
lining the streets Saturday
morning. It’s no wonder many
were acting stupid.
Here is my quote for the
day: “Stupidity causes accidents; alcohol causes stupidity.” It’s hard for intoxicated
people to stop other intoxicated people from doing stupid
things because neither know

TO

THE

EDITOR

any better. I can’t recall how
many times I’ve heard someone excuse their stupid behavior with being drunk. If you
don’t want to lose your inhibitions and act like a complete
idiot, possibly causing injuries
to others, I suggest you stay
away from the booze.
Mayor Cougill knows
what’s up.
Alison Personette
sophomore elementary education major

Take responsibility
for the Earth
Recently, I read about the
United States’ argument
against the weakness of a
cloning treaty proposed by
France and Germany.
Although I agree that human
cloning for some purposes is
ethically wrong, I do not agree
that the voices of an ignorant
majority should be responsi-

ble for stone-walling scientific
progress. What I’m talking
about is the Pro-Life argument that stem cell research
will ultimately kill human
beings. Experimental cloning
would use cloned fetal cells to
grow harvestable stem cells.
In the United States we
have the luxury of having a
stable population. We can
appreciate every life that is
formed. We generally ignore
the whole picture. President
George W. Bush is the leader
of the ignorance movement.
The White House has headed
the removal of funds from
the United Nations that went
toward the development of
population control measures.
Some of the measures did
fund parental planning in

China. China supports abortion and because of this, the
voices of wealthy house
wives could be heard across
the nation. What about the
children? What about them?
Estimates vary, but say that
the world’s population will be
somewhere around 10 billion
people when my grandchildren graduate high school.
Can this planet support such
a massive population? I think
not. Oil will be gone, the air
will be dirty, and the Earth
will be in atmospheric distress because a few people
chose to ignore the glaring
problems. Save the children
and the planet will die.
David Zigler
senior biochemistry major

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor
addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should be less than 250
words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should
indicate their year in school and major. Faculty, administration and staff should indicate
their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be
printed. Depending on space constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise.
Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL
61920; faxed to 217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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VIEWPOINT

Should United States take action in Iraq?
Action needed to protect citizens

Matthew Kent
Sophomore
journalism major
He can be reached
at soccermk16@
aol.com

All columns are
opinion of the
author.

President Bush has made the case for a preemptive strike on Saddam Hussein’s oppressive
regime, and I believe he has done so very well.
He put forth more than enough examples to
strike Iraq. He has called on America’s moral
obligation to protect freedom and fight for those
who cannot fight for themselves. For the sake of
America and its allies such as Israel, Russia and
Britain – as leaders of fighting terrorism worldwide, we need to confront our enemies, and
Hussein is one of them. We’re already at war, so
lets finish it.
First, it is the duty of our government to protect its citizens. Sept. 11 taught us there is no
threat too small and no scenario too wild to merit
consideration. President Bush told the American
people the war on terror would take many shapes
and move to and from many places. Bringing the
war to the Iraqi dictator is the next logical step.
Don’t be fooled into thinking Hussein presents
no threat to the United States. He has a proven
record as an international outlaw and human
rights violator. He has used biological and chemical weapons against his own people and he is
currently developing weapons of mass destruction. Opinions on how advanced Iraq’s nuclear
capabilities are range from moderate to deadly,
but time is not ours to waste.
Some say the war will be too difficult or costly, and they may be correct in that sense.
Regardless, Hussein must be stopped. It is
impossible to assume otherwise in war. We boast
the world’s most powerful, agile and destructive
military force. Even after eight years of neglect,
our military is still capable of winning battles.
Moreover, who is to say the Iraqi military will
even stand and fight? As we learned in 1991, the

Iraqi forces are weak and unstable.
On the issue of civilian casualties, I must say
it is inevitable, though we must seek to do as little harm as possible. Hussein knows we will
destroy his war-fighting capabilities. If he places
the stuff of war in civilian areas, it will prevent
us, for a time, from destroying them.
Nonetheless, there will come a time when hitting
those targets is inevitable. Innocent people may
die, but while those deaths will be on our national conscience, the blood will be on Hussein’s
hands. America does not use human shields.
Civilian casualties are a harsh reality of war,
but there is no moral equivalence between terrorism and unintended civilian casualties.
Palestinian children are brought up from infancy to become suicide bombers and kill as many
innocent Israelis as possible. They’re brainwashed by a savage, barbaric regime to sacrifice their lives.
More than 3,000 people died at the hands of
terrorists on Sept. 11, 2001, and America’s
response was, at best, muted. Inaction against
evil wrought about last year’s assault on humanity. Where further inaction leads, I do not wish to
know. With the passing of time, the threat grows.
Hussein’s regime is a credible threat to the
United States and to our values. Our security is
in jeopardy, but inaction is inexcusable. With
Hussein removed, America will be safer, the
world will be safer and the Iraqi people will be
free from the chains of tyranny. In war, there is
no substitute for victory. The United States did
not start this war, but we had better finish it.
President Bush is right about pursuing war
against Iraq, and anyone else that means us
harm.

Stated reasons for possible war do not make sense

Don Pakey
Associate
professor of
physics
He can be reached
at ddpakey@eiu.edu

All columns are
opinion of the
author

Visualize world peace.
No, let’s start somewhere else.
Imagine you’re a resident of Baghdad,
waiting for the next attack by the
world’s only superpower. There is
nowhere to run, no way to protect
yourself or your family.
During the first Gulf war 10 years
ago, the first George Bush killed about
100,000 Iraqis out of a total population of
about 10 million. To have the same effect
on the United States (the same proportion, the same probability of being killed
or of knowing someone who was killed),
the Sept. 11 attacks would have had to
kill about 3 million Americans instead of
the 3,000 who were actually killed.
Bush’s stated reasons for wanting to
attack Iraq just don’t make sense. He
claims Saddam Hussein has ties to Al
Qaeda, but has given no proof. The
Sept. 11 hijackers were mostly Saudi,
not Iraqi. The Bushies are eager to
find evidence against Iraq while ignoring the involvement of their friends,
the Saudi monarchs, because they have
other reasons for wanting to attack

Iraq. Or, to look at it another way, anyone with “links” to the United States
has “ties to terrorism”, given the history of our country’s foreign policy.
To give just one example, the World
Court found the United States guilty
and liable for its terrorist war against
Nicaragua in the 1980s, a war that
killed many more people than the 3,000
who died on Sept. 11, 2001.
Inspections were more effective at
destroying weapons of mass destruction,
than was bombing, and at least until the
U.N. arms inspectors were withdrawn in
1998 so that the United States and United
Kingdom could bomb Iraq. Some have
claimed that Hussein kicked the inspectors out, but this is not true.
The United States doesn’t have the
right to accuse anyone of building
weapons of mass destruction, given
that it itself possesses by far the
largest arsenal of weapons of mass
destruction that this world has ever
seen, and is the only country to ever
use nuclear weapons in war. And again,
if this were the true reason, what about

our allies in Israel, who have a hundred or so nuclear weapons and have
been illegally occupying Palestine for
35 years? If the United States wants to
start enforcing U.N. resolutions, it
should start with itself and its friends.
As long as the Bushies are in power,
we will have war without end, for two
reasons. First, they need wars to hide
their domestic agenda, which is to
increase the wealth and power of the
rich at the expense of the majority of
U.S. citizens. Second, their international
goal, to dominate the rest of the world,
is not one that most Americans would
support if it were clearly stated as such.
Americans have never wanted to
think of their country as an imperial
power. After all, our country was
formed in a war against monarchy and
colonialism. The fact that Iraq has the
world’s second-largest oil reserves,
and that Bush and company are oilmen, is only part of the story.
If you’re opposed to this war, don’t
feel alone. When the corporate media
tells you Britain is supporting the

United States in the United Nations,
what they mean is that their leader,
Tony Blair, is supporting the United
States while 70 percent of the population of his country opposes the war,
according to recent polls.
In this country, antiwar rallies have
been under-reported and opposition
voices have not been given a hearing.
To get informed, turn off the TV and
read the alternative press, magazines
such as The Nation or Z. (For more on
the Bushies’ world domination plans,
start with this Atlanta Journal &
Constitution article from Sept. 29:
http://www.accessatlanta.com/ajc/opinion/bookman/2002/092902.html)
Then, get involved. Go to a meeting
of the local Green Party. Talk to your
friends, write letters to the newspapers, and don’t be shy. Support progressive Democrats, and work against
those who are pro-war.
Within this country, support for the
Bush’s war is a mile wide and an inch
deep. It will take a lot of hard work and
determination, but we can stop this war.

Other efforts have been fruitless

Ryan Ervin
Senior physical
education and
history major
He can be reached
at ryan2123@
yahoo.com

All columns are
opinion of the
author

Is Saddam Hussein evil? Almost
everyone would agree he is. Is he a ruthless dictator? Again, most intelligent
people would be able to look at his track
record and reach that conclusion. Should
the United States oust him from power?
This is where the debate lies.
I could make point after point
about how Hussein’s mission in life is to
acquire nuclear weapons capabilities
and then sell them to rogue terrorists to
launch at America. Likewise, peace
activists could make point after point
that Iraq has done nothing to us and war
is never the answer. Who is right? I
believe I am on the right side of the
issue, and will try to explain why.
First, Hussein is focused on getting
nuclear weapons. Several defectors from
Iraq and countless other intelligence
sources back this up. No inspectors have
been inside Iraq for more than four
years, giving him all the time he needs to
acquire those weapons. Second, Hussein
is worried about one thing: Saddam
Hussein. He knows that firing nuclear
missiles at the United States, Israel or

whomever will mean his immediate
demise.
When these two strands of facts are
placed together, it follows that Hussein
will sell nuclear weapons to terror
organizations so they can kill Americans
and take the blame. Both his objectives
would be met...Americans dead and
Hussein alive.
Forcibly removing Hussein from
power is not a recent, hot-headed plan by
a “cowboy” president. Rather, it is the
final option that must be taken because
all others have proven to be fruitless.
Agreements and resolutions on paper
look good, but when nothing is done to
either comply with or enforce them, they
are meaningless and have only wasted
time. Speeches and declarations sound
good, but when they are merely words,
they have failed. Military action is both
necessary for our country’s safety and
for the safety of the world. Those who
continue to talk of peace and disarmament should understand that Hussein is
your biggest fan. You are buying him
more time to kill Americans.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR: The Daily Eastern News accepts letters to the editor addressing local, state, national and international issues. They should
be less than 250 words and include the authors’ name, telephone number and address. Students should indicate their year in school and major. Faculty,
administration and staff should indicate their position and department. Letters whose authors cannot be verified will not be printed. Depending on space
constraints, we may edit letters, so keep it concise. Letters can be sent to The Daily Eastern News at 1811 Buzzard Hall, Charleston IL 61920; faxed to
217-581-2923; or e-mailed to slgustafson@eiu.edu
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Mediator to meet
with University
and its UPI chapter
By Caitlin Prendergast
A D M I N I S T R AT I O N E D I T O R

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Crowd sets the tone
Panther fans cheer on the men’s basketball team during Monday’s exhibition game against NBC Thunder in Lantz
Arena. The Panthers won 95-89.

Former GOP Thompson to advise Blagojevich
for transition expenses, asking that
the money be used for deficit reduction instead. He plans to pay for his
transition effort with campaign
funds.
Thompson, one of the state’s premier lobbyists, said Blagojevich
called him last week and asked him to
serve.
“I’m an old-fashioned guy. I believe
that when the president of the United
States or the governor of your state
asks you to help, the answer is yes,
without regard to partisanship, without regard to politics,” he said. “The
offer is really made on behalf of the
people of Illinois who, I think, hope
and expect that their new governor
will hit the ground running.”
Thompson and Blackshere will lead
a council that includes Illinois business
and labor leaders, educators, academics, clergy, health care professionals
and elected officials from across the
state.
“We want to have an administration
that looks like the state of Illinois, and
we definitely have a transition board
that looks like the state of Illinois,” said
Wilhelm, who managed Bill Clinton’s
1992 presidential campaign and served

as a senior adviser on Blagojevich’s
campaign.
The council includes vice chairs
Roland Burris, former state attorney
general and former state comptroller;
Mary Lee Leahy, an attorney who
brought a lawsuit against state government that severely limited political
patronage; U.S. Rep. Luis Gutierrez, a
Democrat from Chicago; and state
Rep. Jay Hoffman, a Collinsville
Democrat.
State Sen. Carol Ronen, a Democrat
from Chicago, will serve as deputy
transition director under Wilhelm.
Noticeably absent from the council
and transition team was Blagojevich’s
father-in-law, Alderman Richard Mell,
a powerful Chicago ward boss.
Blagojevich also discussed a deal
brokered by Gov. George Ryan and
Chicago Mayor Richard Daley that
would expand O’Hare International
Airport and build an airfield near
Peotone.
During the weekend, Blagojevich
said he would consider halting the purchase of land for the Peotone airport.
On Monday, he said he hopes to move
Peotone forward but that there are “a
lot of tough choices to make.”

ABANDON (PG13) 6:45
RED DRAGON (R) 7:00

8MILE (R) Digital Sound
3:50, 6:40, 9:10
SANTA CLAUS 2 (G) Digital Sound
4:00, 6:50, 9:20
I SPY (PG13) Digital Sound
4:30, 7:00, 9:35
THE RING (PG13)
4:20, 7:10, 9:50
JACKASS: THE MOVIE (R)
5:15, 8:05, 10:15
GHOST SHIP (R)
5:30, 7:45, 10:00
SWEET HOME ALABAMA (PG13)
4:40, 7:30, 9:55
MY BIG FAT GREEK WEDDING (PG)
4:50, 7:20, 9:40

A d v e r t i s e

CHICAGO (AP) — Democratic
Gov.-elect Rod Blagojevich on
Monday reached across party lines
to tap former Republican Gov.
James Thompson as co-chairman of
his transition advisory council.
Thompson, who served 14 years
as governor after working as a U.S.
attorney in Chicago, will help lead a
26-member council that will advise
Blagojevich on policy, personnel
and other elements of the transition.
Margaret Blackshere, president of
the Illinois AFL-CIO, will serve as
co-chairwoman with Thompson.
The council will work with a
smaller transition team, which
includes many of Blagojevich’s
campaign staff members. Former
Democratic National Committee
head David Wilhelm will lead the
transition process.
“This is a challenging time for
Illinois, and it’s important to not waste
a single minute as we prepare for the
future,” Blagojevich said. “This group
of distinguished men and women are
diverse, they’re talented and they’re
effective.”
Blagojevich said he will reject
$250,000 included in the state budget

The federal mediator requested by the university and Eastern’s
chapter of the University Professionals of Illinois will meet with representatives from both groups on Monday to begin aiding in negotiations.
The university is negotiating with UPI for a new three-year faculty
contract including a salary raise.
UPI President David Radavich, professor of English, made the
announcement to a group of faculty members at a discussion in
Coleman Hall Auditorium last night.
Radavich said the mediator will be available for about three hours
on Monday, and he hopes the outcome of the mediation will be positive
and quick.
“I don’t know if the mediator will help, but we should know in a day
or two of meetings,” Radavich said.
A chapter executive committee meeting is scheduled for next
Tuesday after the first meeting, he said, to make decisions about appropriate actions for the UPI to take in negotiations.
Radavich and UPI chief negotiator Charles Delman, professor of
mathematics, met with faculty members last night to solicit their ideas
on appropriate actions to take.
The UPI is trying to have as many meetings around campus as possible to inform the faculty on what’s going on in negotiations and to get
their input on issues, Radavich said.
The faculty union is currently negotiating a new three-year faculty
contract with the administration.
The faculty union at Southern Illinois University in Carbondale also is
having problems in negotiating a faculty salary increase and is bargaining for a 21 percent raise over the next three years. Delman wouldn’t disclose the amount Eastern’s UPI is bargaining for, but said it is modest
compared to SIUC faculty’s request.
Faculty salaries at Eastern have improved over the last six or seven
years, Radavich said, but earnings are still at the bottom when compared
to other state universities. This year, he said, the university did not offer
an increase.
“We feel like an offer of a zero percent increase is insulting, and it’s a
setback,” Radavich said.
Faculty members at the meeting were upset with the proposal of no
salary increase, and many felt overworked and underpaid.
Increased workload is another big issue for the UPI, and Radavich
said this year, with more students enrolled, many faculty members are
pressured to teach added classes, although forced overload is a violation
of contract.
Delman said Eastern’s overload rate is the highest in the state, and
quality suffers when faculty take on too many classes.
Delman also has been looking at data on an increase in administrative
personnel, and he said he found the number of administrators has been
going up steadily since 1995, as has the increase in administrative costs.
The budget is another concern for Delman and the UPI. He said the
budget is about 3 percent larger than last year, but the administration is
trying to cover that up.
Faculty members voiced concerns on how much the administration was
spending on aspects such as new technology and athletics.
“There’s a lot hidden, and we’re trying to bring it out into the open,”
Radavich said. “The administration likes to act as if all expenses are
unavoidable, but these are institutional choices, and we can debate them.”
The UPI will meet with more faculty at noon Tuesday for a brownbag lunch in room 3732 of Coleman Hall and at other campus venues throughout the week.

Help your business
BLOSSOM
581-2816
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F r e e Vegetable Soup & Sandwiches
4-7pm
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Armwrestling tournament coming to Illinois More than
SPRINGFIELD (AP) — More
than 700 grunting, sweating warriors from 34 countries are on
their way to Illinois to determine
the arm-wrestling champion of
the world.
The
World
Armwrestling
Championships open Thursday in
Springfield, the first time they
have been held in the United
States in 12 years. Contestants are
expected from as far away as
Germany, Russia and Japan.
“They yell, they scream and
growl, and someone might think

’OK, there’s going to be a fight’,”
said Tony Picchioldi, president of
the Illinois ArmSports Association
and organizer of the event. “But
they come off stage, they buy
each other a soda and have an arm
around each other saying, ’Hey,
good competition’.”
Picchioldi, an auto mechanic
from Maryville in southwestern
Illinois, also is a contestant.
Tattoos on his right arm read
“Fear this” and “Come get some.”
The competition isn’t run-ofthe-mill barroom arm wrestling.

Ford County elects first
Democrat since the 1930s
PAXTON (AP) — While Rod
Blagojevich
broke
the
Republicans’
grip
on
the
Governor’s
Mansion,
John
Gallahue made a similar, albeit
smaller,
breakthrough
for
Democrats in Ford County.
The rural Piper City farmer, who
earned a seat on the county board
last week, is believed to be the first
Democrat to win elected office in
this east-central Illinois county in
more than 60 years.
Gallahue’s surprise election sent
county officials scrambling to figure out the last time a Democrat
won in this longtime GOP stronghold.

Memories:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

beginning last fall, said Bob
Dudolski, the director of student
life and greek affairs.
“He’s going to be sorely missed,”
Dudolski said. “I’ve known Brian
since he joined the fraternity...he
used to come and visit me about
what was going on in his life as far
as leadership was involved.”
Dudolski said he respected
Ford’s attitude towards life.
“Something I really admired
about him was his ability to check
things out. He was a bright man,”

Their search took them all the
way back to the late 1930s, when
Oliver C. Dilks of Roberts served
one term on the county board.
“You could have been Shep the
dog if you were a Republican and
gotten in,” Gallahue said.
The only county Democrat on
last week’s ballot, Gallahue admitted his election was “kind of surprising.”
But political leaders don’t think
the vote was tied to Blagojevich’s
coattails or a sign that voters are
disenchanted with the current
Republican
leadership.
Blagojevich was the first Democrat
elected governor in 30 years.

he said.
Ford was always willing to listen
to others’ problems, said Speaker
of the Student Senate Bill
Davidson.
“(Ford) told me on numerous
occasions that if I needed to come
and talk to him, I could...everybody
was happy to be around him. He
was a charismatic guy,” he said.
Ford died eight days before his
20th birthday. The visitation for
Ford will be held Tuesday from 2
p.m. to 8 p.m. and the funeral will
be Wednesday at 10 a.m. at First
United Methodist Church in
Jerseyville.

Contestants must qualify by finishing first or second in sanctioned competitions in their own
country.
There are 57 different weight
categories, and contestants are
classified by gender, age and
whether they are left-handed or
right. There is also a division for
contestants with disabilities.
ESPN and Fox Sports both are
planning coverage of the tournament.
There is no prize money but
teams and individuals compete

for gold, silver and bronze medals,
patterned after the Olympic
games. In fact, a long-term goal of
the
World
Armwrestling
Federation is to have the competition recognized as an Olympic
sport.
Under the federation’s rules, no
country is allowed to host the
world championship more than
once in a decade. The contests
were held in Poland last year. The
last U.S. tournament was in
Virginia in 1990. Next year’s contest is in Canada.

Suspect in
Kewanee slayings
found dead in Iowa
BETTENDORF, Iowa (AP) — A
suspect in the weekend slayings of
an Illinois couple left a handwritten
confession before killing himself at
an Interstate 80 rest stop near here,
police said Monday.
Arik Englesen, 23, wrote a note
saying he was sorry and regretted
the shooting deaths of a Kewanee
couple who lived in an apartment
downstairs from him, Kewanee
police said. He then shot himself,
they said.

Mertz:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

of the aggravating factors of sexual assault and home invasion.
The counseling information
being pursued by the prosecution
may be pertinent to the case
because of the defense’s intentions of getting Mertz acquitted
because he said he was too intoxicated on the night of the murder
to develop an intent to kill.
Paula Phillips, Mertz’s lead
attorney, has yet to file required
documents stating her defense
but revealed her intentions in

Police declined comment on a
motive for the slayings, saying the
case remains under investigation
pending test results on ballistics
and other evidence. A handgun
believed to be the murder weapon
was recovered, police said.
Englesen’s body was found about
7:30 a.m. Monday by a truck driver
who saw a vehicle at the westbound
truck stop that matched one police
were seeking in the Kewanee murders, Bettendorf police said.

court in August that the defense,
which includes Attorney David
Williams, would be that Mertz
was intoxicated.
Ferguson said he was unsure
how the counseling information
would affect the prosecution’s
case, or what it would disclose,
but contended it is important that
the information is revealed.
“It’s something we need to find
out about,” he said.
Also Friday, Cini reminded the
court of the next hearings scheduled for Dec. 30 and 31 for any
pretrial motions on all pending
matters.

a little
screwy

◆ Illinois man finishes
as runner up in
screwdriving contest
PHOENIX (AP) — An Ohio
man has picked up $1 million
for turning the screws.
Jonathan
Smith
of
Delaware won the money
Sunday by using a cordless
screwdriver to put five
screws into a piece of wood
to win a national contest.
Mike Fischer of Huntley
came in second.
Smith, 27, a contractor,
beat Fischer and 14 other
contestants over the weekend
to capture the “King of the
Drill” title and $10,000.
Then, to win the $1 million,
he had to drive five more
screws in less than seven seconds in front of more than
100,000 people at the Phoenix
International
Raceway
before the Checker Auto
Parts 500. Smith did it in 6.77
seconds.

Theater:
CONTINUED FROM PAGE 1

department also has to assemble several hanging units for
costumes.
“The important thing is that
we are making progress,” he
said. “We’re teaching class, and
we’re going to open on
Wednesday night.”
The department has no definite deadline as to when it will
completely have the scene shop
organized, but he said once the
play is finished, administrators
will refocus their concentration.
“I don’t think it’s really bothered us,” Blanchette said. “Our
needs for this particular show
were well met. We have no
complaints.”

1305 Lincoln Ave
217-345-6424

Free Jalapeño
Fries
N
OPE
9pm

$ 15 0

$

40
$2

The Interfraternity Council &
Panhellenic Council are Sponsoring an

Educational
Week

Come Check Out These Interesting Educationals
Tuesday, Nov. 12
“For Girls Only: How to Pick the Right Guy”
Charleston/Mattoon Room 7pm
“Date Rape”
Effingham Room 7pm

Open for Breakfast
Weekdays 5am - 11am
Weekends 5am - 12pm

Chicken Lunch

2 pieces of chicken
3 pieces of chicken
mashed potatoes & Gravy mashed potatoes & Gravy
coleslaw
coleslaw
Every
biscuit
2 biscuits

$2

65

Tuesday
11am - 8pm

Happy 21st
Janna!

Wednesday, Nov. 13
“How to Be a Good Leader”
Effingham Room 7pm
“How to Stay Out of Trouble While Still Having Fun”
Charleston/Mattoon Room 7pm
“Substance Abuse”
Kansas Room 7 pm

$2.75 BBQ Pork Sandwich
W/ Fries or Fried Chips

$ 30 0

Stu’s
Tuesday

ATM

$2 22oz Miller Lite Bottles
$1.50 Rolling Rock
Have a Great Day!
Love,
Kari, Swan, & Laney

Thursday, Nov. 14

“Project 21”
University Ballroom 5:30 pm
“Web-page Design Class”
Room TBA 7pm
“Team and Group Dynamics”
Effingham Room 7pm

3 Piece Dinner

$1 Well Drinks
$2 24oz cans
$2 Jager Shots

Come in and Register to win Bears tickets.

Dj Cancer & DJ Jay Killa
Dropping Top 40 Beats

Advertise
IT REALLY WILL PAY OFF

GIVE IT A TRY

$3 Cover

NEW STAFF::NEW ATTITUDE::NEW LOOK::NEW STUS

WWW.STUSONLINE.COM
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HELP

WANTED

SUMMER
JOBS!
Camp
Tecuniseh YMCA is now hiring for
2003!
Cabin
Counselors,
Equestrian staff, Aquatics, and
Support staff. We are a Christian
Camp located near Lafayette, IN.
Season is 10 weeks, salary
$1950-$2300. Download an
application from the website
www..camptecumseh.org or call
1-765-564-2898. It’s an experience that lasts a lifetime!
_________________________11/15
Fast Paced local janitorial/housekeeping service has immediate
openings. Flex hours, Call Peggy
at 345.6757
_________________________11/15
BOXA BOXA BOXA BOXA: Now hiring Delivery Drivers. Evening shifts.
Must be available weekends.
_________________________11/15
BOXA BOXA BOXA BOXA: Now
hiring Delivery Drivers. 10:30am5pm Monday-Friday.
_________________________11/15
HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER: PART-TIME & FULL-TIME
POSITIONS. SEEKING CANDIDATES FOR ORDER ENTRY.
STRONG
KEYBOARDING
SKILLS A PLUS. MUST POSSESS EXCELLENT COMMUNICATION SKILLS. EXPERIENCE
WITH PHONE SALES HELPFUL.
SCHEDULING FLEXIBLE. APPLY
IN PERSON AT SCHOLASTIC
RECOGNITION, INC. COLES
BUSINESS PARK 5955 PARK
DRIVE, CHARLESTON FOR
DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
JOURNALISM AND ENGLISH
MAJORS: HIRING FOR SECOND SEMESTER PROOFREADERS/TYPESETTERS.
MUST POSSESS COMMAND
OF ENGLISH LANGUAGE AND
ABILITY TO DISCERN MISTAKES IN TEXT QUICKLY AND
ACCURATELY. EXPERIENCE
WITH
MACINTOSH
AND
PAGEMAKER
A
PLUS.
SCHEDULING
FLEXIBLE.
APPLY
IN
PERSON
AT
SCHOLASTIC RECOGNITION,
INC. COLES BUSINESS PARK
5955
PARK
DRIVE,
CHARLESTON FOR DIRECTIONS, CALL 345.9194
_________________________12/16
Bartender trainees needed.
$250 a day potential. Local
positions.
1-800-293-3985
ext.539
_________________________1/13

HELP

WANTED

Searching for a Job that Works
Around Your Class Schedule???
WESTAFF has immediate long
term customer service/inside
sales positions available. We
offer: Flexible Scheduling, A
Fun/Professional Atmosphere,
Paid
Training,
Competitive
Starting Salary. Call Now!!!
345.1303 WESTAFF eoe m/f/h/v
_________________________00

FOR

RENT

ROYAL HEIGHTS APARTMENTS
1509 S. 2nd street, 33 bedroom,
furnished apartments. Low utilities, Leasing for Spring and Fall
2003 Semesters. Call 346-3583.
_________________________11/11
3 bdrm. furnished house, cen. air,
to lease for fall 2003 Call 3463583
_________________________11/12
AWESOME: 4-5 BDRM. HOUSE,
FALL 2003. 11/2 BATHS, W/D
No.. 1 Orchard Dr (Behind
McDonald’s) $1200 per month.
217-898-1514
_________________________11/15
Newly purchased, extra nice, 3
bedroom, 2 bath home on
University Drive. W/D incl. Close
to campus. Available: December
1st or August 1st. 345-9267
_________________________11/15
4 bedroom House for 4 students.
1022 4th street. W/D and trash
included. $270/month 10 Month
Lease. Call 345-2017 after 6 p.m.
_________________________11/15
House for 2003 across from
Campus; 5 people needed,
Phone 345-2416
_________________________11/15
2 bdrm, 1 bath, walk out deck,
furnished with appliances, very
nice and close to EIU, Garbage
pickup, furnished avail, for
remaining off school year and
next. 345-1362 or 232-1353
_________________________11/15
One BR apt, one year old, excellent condition. A/C, washer/dryer,
dishwasher. 117 W. Polk. Jeff
345.0781
_________________________11/18
FALL 2003. Apartments and
houses.
Check
‘em
out!
www.eiuapts.com. 345-2416.
_________________________11/18
Fall 2003: 4 & 6 bdrm house 1
1/2-2 blocks from campus, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21

FOR

RENT

FOR

New Duplex apartment 2-3
blocks from campus. 3 bdrm, 1
1/2 bths, W/D, deck, yard, 10
month lease. 348-0394
_________________________11/21
AVAILABLE NOW OR SECOND
SEMESTER! Townhouses and
Apartments for 2 to 5 Tenants.
Bargain Price! 345-4489, Wood
Rentals, Jim Wood, Realtor
_________________________11/22
FALL 2003: 4,3,2, BEDROOM
HOUSES 2 BEDROOM APARTMENTS,1026 EDGAR DR. 3485032
_________________________11/22
EXTREMELY NICE 2 Bdrm, 1 or 2
bath apartments available for
summer and fall. W/D and trash
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-9267
_________________________11/22
EXTRA NICE UPSTAIRS APT.
JUST CAME AVAIL. 2088 1/2 6TH
ST. CARPETED, A/C, SHOWER,
VERY QUIET APT. DEPOSIT AND
LEASE REQUIRED. WILL CONSIDER PETS! CALL 345-7522
AFTER 5:30 CALL 345-9462 ASK
FOR LARRY.
_________________________11/22
AWESOME: 4-5 bdrm house, fall
2003. 11/2 baths, w/d No. 1
Orchard Dr.(behind Mcdonald’s)
$1200/month. 217-898-1514.
_________________________12/3
DON’T WAIT!! Go for the best!
Beautiful, like new apts. Near
campus! Good management &
security. 345.2516. Available Fall
2003.
_________________________12/6
Fall 2003: Brittany Ridge, 4 bedroom for 4 or 5 people, 2 1/2
baths, W/D, DSL access, Low
utilities and great floor plan.
$200/mo/person, Local, responsive landlord. 348.8886 leave
message
_________________________12/13
GET OUT OF THE DORMS!!! Get
ready for Springtime parties.
January-rooms available for Short
term lease. Share house VERY
close to campus. 345.3273
_________________________12/16
HOUSES & APARTMENTS: ALL
SIZES, ALL CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
GREAT PRICES CALL 345-6967
_________________________00
LEASING FOR FALL 20032004: 1,2,& 3 BR apts, clean,
good loc, trash & parking incl.
No pets. Williams Rentals,
345.7286
_________________________00

2 BR, 1 car garage. Nice backyard & patio. Located in a quiet
neighborhood. Available now!
$550/mo. 345.5088
_________________________00
Apts. for rent at 1812 9th St.
AVAILABLE NOW! 3&4 BR, Lease
time negotiable. Close to campus. Please call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
Apts. for Rent at 1812 9th St.
Available 2003-2004. Furnished,
close to campus, behind EIU
Police. 1,2,3,& 4 BR. Laundry on
premises, parking included, &
trash paid. Locally owned, clean
& nice. Call for appt. & info.
348.0673
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 2-3 Bedroom furnished apartments. 1/2 block
from rec center. No pets or parties. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. Furnished houses for
4-7 girls. 10 month lease. No pets
or parties. 1/2 block from rec center. 345-5048
_________________________00
FALL 2003. 1-2 bedroom furnished apartments. No pets or
parties. Low utilities. 10 month
lease. 2 1/2 blocks from campus.
345-5048
_________________________00
3 BR Apt, New kitchen with dishwasher, microwave, cent air, laundry, very nice. No pets. 345.7286
_________________________00
2 BR apt, furn/unfurn, nice, Great
location, all elec. A/C. No pets.
345.7286
_________________________00
GET THE BEST BEFORE THE
REST. 2, 3, AND 4 BEDROOM
UNITS AVAILABLE. CLOSE TO
EIU. IF YOU WANT A NICE, NEW,
AND CLEAN APARTMENT FOR
NEXT SCHOOL YEAR CALL 3481067
_________________________00
ALL GALS: Very clean, 2 BR furnished apt. Water, trash, laundry
room, all included for $260/mo.
on the corner, 1111 2nd st. Right
next to park. Day: 235-3373,
Evening: 348-5427
_________________________00
NICE, NEWLY REMODELED 3
BEDROOM APARTMENTS. RENT
AS LOW AS $280/PERSON. FURNISHED. SUPER LOW UTILITIES.
DSL/ETHERNET 03/04 SCHOOL
YEAR. 345-5022
_________________________00

The Daily Eastern News
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30 cents per word first day ad runs. 10 cents per word each consecutive day
thereafter. 25 cents per word first day for students with valid ID, and 10 cents per word
each consecutive day afterward. 15 word minimum.
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The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads considered libelous or in bad taste.

49Modern
research tool
55Galileo ___
58How the
excited go
59Corrida cry
60Cara or
Castle
61Loch ___
monster
63Pack it in
64Exotic fruit
65Rebuke to
Brutus
66Cancel
67Obie candidates
68Leak slowly
69First couple’s
place

DOWN
1Shining
2Day after
mercredi
3Child who
behaves perANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
fectly
4Illiterates’
marks
5Achieved
success
6In any way
7Wimbledon
unit
8Scorching
times
9Oceanic
killers
10Get beaten
by
11Eye part
A X
N E
G S
E
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R
P E
E W
E
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W
I
N
G
Y

Dates to run: _________________________________
Ad to read:

L
E
N
A

Under classification of: __________________________
Expiration code (office use only):
_________________
Person accepting ad: ________ Compositor: _______
No. words / days: ________Amount due: $_________
Payment:

28Sought a
seat
29___ von
Bismarck
33Laid-back,
personalitywise
36Unlike dirt
roads
38It’s charged
39Nightgown
wearer of
rhyme
42Chowed
down
43Tom and
Jerry, for two
44“And there
you are!”
45Doesn’t guzzle
47Suffix with
Manhattan
48Teen’s
embarrassment

A
R
A
L

Name: _________________________________
Address: _______________________________
Phone: _______________ Student: ❏ Yes ❏

FOR

RENT

FOR

2 BR UNF. APT. W/ STOVE,
REFRIG, AC, LAUNDRY IN COMPLEX. TRASH PD. 1305 18th ST.
$395 MO. SINGLE/ $460 2
ADULTS. PH 348-7746.
_________________________00
For Rent 1,2, and 3 bedroom furnished apartments on campus.
Signing incentives. Call 348-1479
_________________________00
BELL RED DOOR APTS. 1,2, & 3
BEDROOM, OFF STREET PARKING. SPRING SEMESTER 2003
LEASES AVAILABLE. OFFICE
345-1266 OR 346-3161.
_________________________00
1,2,&3 BDRM. APTS. OLDTOWNE MANAGEMENT. CLOSE
TO CAMPUS. 345-6533.
_________________________00
SPRING SEMESTER 033. ONE
MONTH FREE. NEW 3 BR UNF.
APT W/ STOVE, REFRIG, DISHWASHER, MICROWAVE, CATHEDRAL
CEILING,
INDIV.
SINK/VANITY IN EACH BEDROOM, WATER/TRASH PD. ONE
BLOCK FROM OLD MAIN. 3487746
_________________________00
LINCOLNWOOD
PINETREE
APARTMENTS Now showing 2
and 3 bedroom apartments available IMMEDIATELY, 2ND SEMESTER, or select your apartment
NOW for fall 2003! LINCOLNWOOD PINETREE offers lots of
space, swimming pool, volleyball
court, walk to campus. Located
across from Carman Hall. 3456000
_________________________00
Exceptionally economical! 1
BR apt. w/loft, Furnished for 1
or 2 persons. $370 for 1, $425
for 2- 1/2 of duplex, 1 BL N of
O’Brien
Field,
Call
Jan
345.8350
_________________________00

RENT

2003-2004 school year. Nice and
close to campus. Unfurnished
houses. No pets. $285 per person
per month. 12 month lease. 3453148 or 512-9227.
_________________________00
4 BR, 2BA HOUSE FOR FALL ‘03.
W/D, low utilities, roomy with
great backyard. Very nice house,
close to EIU. Never been used as
rental before. 345-9595
_________________________00
One bdrm. apts. for Aug ‘03-’04.
PP & W PROPERTIES, INC. 2
EXCELLENT LOCATIONS. ONE
BLOCK AND 1 1/2 BLOCKS
NORTH OF OLD MAIN ON 6TH
STREET. One or Two person leases. Central heat & AC, laundry
facility. Trash service & off street
parking included. Perfect for serious students or couples. 3488249
_________________________00
Fall 2003: 2 & 3 bedroom furnished apartments. Utilities
included, close to campus, no
pets. Call 345-6885
_________________________00
2 nice houses, all appliances, W/D.
Available Spring 2003 and Fall 2003.
Excellent locations. 345-7530
_________________________00

FOR

SALE

92 Ford Ranger, 5 speed, 4 wheel
drive, AM/FM CD Player 117,500
miles. $2550 348-7803
_________________________11/18

ROOMMATES
Roommates wanted~ Near Campus,
Single Leases Available $275/Month
Call Lindsey at 348.1479
_________________________11/12

CAMPUS

CLIPS

SOCIETY OF METAPHYSICAL ADVANCEMENT meeting tonight at
7pm in Oakland Rm. in Union. Everyone is welcome! Blessed be!
BLACK STUDENT UNION meeting tonight at 7pm in Andrews Hall.
First stop on Campus Invasion meetings coming near you! New members are welcome to attend!
AITP will be having a JOB INTERVIEW WORKSHOP at 6pm in Lumpkin
1041 tonight.
CIRCLE K meeting in the Martinsville Rm, Union at 7pm. Friendship,
leadership, and service! New members welcome.
NATURAL TIES : Bowling at 5pm at the Charleston Lanes tonight.
Everyone welcome! Change a life, maybe even yours.

Edited by Will Shortz
ACROSS
1Trojan War
hero
5Hawkeye’s
show
9Serviceable
14DNA carrier
15To ___
(exactly)
16Spoke irrationally
17Drags along
18Numbers to
crunch
19Fresh from
the laundry
20Keats work
21Address
book no.
22Refrain from
singing?
241999 Will
Smith movie
27Decay

G
I
M
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Puzzle by Michael Shteyman

12Navy commando
13Poet ___ St.
Vincent
Millay
21Small-time
23Extend, as
Time
25Pulled a sixshooter
26Emptied
30“Kon-___”
31Travail
32Most qualified to serve
33
“Jabberwock
y” starter

34Hairy
humanoid
35Chick’s
sound
36Drama
essentials
37Make fractions
40France’s
longest river
41Staff member?
46Like Benny
Goodman’s
music
48Fastens
pants, in a
way

50Dairy section
selections
51Fritter away
52Twisted
53Say “bo’s’n,”
say
54Back, as a
racehorse
55Hobbling gait
56Asia’s ___
Sea
57Tuneful
Horne
62Summer on
the Riviera
63Can.
province
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Line of tornadoes rumble through South killing two dozen
MOSSY GROVE, Tenn. (AP) —
Emergency crews searched for
survivors early Monday amid the
wreckage of communities pulverized by a series of storms that barreled through more than a halfdozen states, killing at least 33 people and injuring more than 200.
The long band of storms, including several tornadoes, stretched
from Louisiana to Pennsylvania,
with Tennessee and Alabama the
hardest hit Sunday. The death toll
included 16 in Tennessee, 10 in
Alabama and five in Ohio.
Pennsylvania and Mississippi
reported one death each. In addition, one man died of a heart attack
in Tennessee on Monday while
cleaning up around his home.
One tornado in Ohio blasted
apart a theater just minutes after a
movie ended. Teams inspecting the
damage from that tornado believe
it had wind topping 200 mph, a
meteorologist said Monday.
The stormy weather continued
Monday morning, with tornado
warnings posted for sections of
Maryland, Virginia, the Carolinas
and Georgia. Thousands lost power
in the Carolinas and possible tornadoes damaged homes in Louisiana
and South Carolina.
The
hardest-hit
area
in
Tennessee was a five-mile swath in
Morgan County, about 40 miles
west of Knoxville. The county

includes Mossy Grove, where four
people died.
At least 40 people remained
unaccounted-for
Monday
in
Morgan County. Rescuers said
most of the missing were probably
alive but out of touch with family
members because the storm
knocked out phone service and
blocked roads.
Of the 20 or so residences in
Mossy Grove, about a dozen were
destroyed. In many cases, all that
remained was a foundation and
rubble a couple of feet high.
“It’s mass destruction, death,”
said Ken Morgan, an officer in
nearby Oliver Springs. “Mossy
Grove is destroyed.”
Carbon Hill, Ala., was in a similar situation after a nighttime
swarm of storms belted the area
and sent giant hardwood trees
crashing onto homes.
“I reckon about a third of the
town is gone,” said Terry Murray,
part of a crew surveying the extent
of the damage in Carbon Hill.
“Everybody’s house is just totally gone. My son doesn’t even know
where his house is,” said Sheryl
Wakefield in Carbon Hill. “It’s
gone. It’s just gone.”
Wind hit an estimated 140 mph
in Tennessee and the storms carried torrential rain and golf-ballsized hail.
Unseasonably high tempera-

tures Sunday in the 80s, followed
by a cold front, made conditions
ripe for tornadoes, which are not
unusual this time of year, said
Gene Rench, a National Weather
Service meteorologist in Memphis.
The injured included at least 55
people in Tennessee and 50 in
Alabama.
The storms cut a 100-mile swath
through northwest Ohio farmland,
seriously damaging the town of
Van Wert. Gov. Bob Taft declared a
state of emergency Sunday night
in Van Wert and Ottawa counties,
but the storms caused problems
around the state.
Survey teams inspecting the
damage for the National Weather
Service believe the tornado that hit
Van Wert had winds of 207-260
mph, said John Taylor, a meteorologist in Syracuse, Ind. That preliminary finding would make it a category F4 storm, the second most
severe level on the Fujita scale for
measuring damage from tornadoes.
Weather service spotters had
said they saw four tornadoes hit
Van Wert. Taylor said the storm
actually was one tornado that
included several funnel clouds
around a main funnel.
The storm destroyed the Twin
Cinema just minutes after films
ended, and two wrecked cars
came to rest in the theater where

“Santa Clause 2” had been showing.
Manager Scott Shaffer had
about five minutes to get moviegoers into sheltered areas after a
weather radio squawked a warning of the tornado. Emergency
officials credited Shaffer with
saving patrons’ lives.
“I was too scared to panic,”
Shaffer
said
Monday.
He
crouched with others in a hallway
when the twister struck. “For a
few seconds, it got ear-piercing.”
In Alabama, nine people died in
Walker County as thunderstorms
charged across the northern part
of the state, said Walker County
Deputy Coroner Bob Green.
Green was at the scene where
the bodies of two women were
found: “They were laying down
off the side (of a road),” he said.
“It was bad. Carbon Hill had a bad
time.”
The tornadoes in Tennessee
came in two waves. Late Saturday
and early Sunday, twisters
skipped across western and middle Tennessee, killing three people. On Sunday night, the second
line of storms crossed the state —
this time south and east of
Nashville.
Two people, including a 10year-old boy, were killed and 15
people were injured Sunday night
when two mobile home parks,

three houses and a church were
damaged near Manchester, about
60 miles southeast of Nashville,
Sheriff Steve Graves said.
Outside
Manchester
on
Interstate 24, William Fischer’s
tractor-trailer rig, weighted down
with tractor parts, was blown off
the road.
“It actually picked me up and
spun me around,” said Fischer,
29, of Lexington, Tenn. His rig
landed upside down but he suffered only bruises. Asked how he
could be so calm in recounting
what happened, he said: “I don’t
panic easy.”
About an hour later, the tornado ripped through Mossy Grove,
damaging at least a dozen houses,
said Steven Hamby, director of
the Morgan County emergency
management center. The dead
include a 4-month-old child. Four
people were killed in neighboring
Cumberland County, officials
said.
Near the movie theater in Van
Wert, Ohio, Larry Longwell
helped hustle about 30 customers
into a store basement before a
tree slammed into the parking
lot.
“I didn’t make it to the basement. I was trying to shut that
dumb door. All I could see was
that pine tree coming at me,”
Longwell said.

Film on JFK’s sunken WWII patrol boat premieres at Kennedy library
BOSTON (AP) — All he could
see was a torpedo launcher and
part of its steering mechanism protruding from the sand, but undersea explorer Robert Ballard knew
what he had found: John F.
Kennedy’s sunken World War II
patrol boat.
Ballard found the famous PT-109
in May, 1,300 feet below the ocean
surface and nearly 59 years after it
was rammed and sunk by a
Japanese destroyer in the South
Pacific.
The oceanographer — who also
located the Titanic in 1985 —
helped host the Monday premiere
screening of the movie about his
PT-109 expedition at the John F.
Kennedy Library and Museum.
“National Geographic Explorer:
The Search for Kennedy’s PT-109”
airs Nov. 24 on cable network

MSNBC.
Ballard said there was something special about finding PT-109,
the wooden boat that became
famous because of the 26-year-old
skipper’s courageous effort to rescue his men.
“Over the years, I came to know
some members of the Kennedy
family ... and we would joke, ’We’re
going to find that PT-109,’ “ Ballard
said.
“It’s critical to tell our oral history, and what this tells us is about
what turned a young boy into a
man who later became president of
the United States,” he said.
Max Kennedy, a nephew of John
F. Kennedy and member of
Ballard’s expedition, and Richard
Keresey, another PT boat captain
who patrolled Blackett Strait with
Kennedy the night his boat was

rammed, also attended the
advance screening of the film.
Kennedy said being there while
his uncle’s boat was found sparked
a flood of feelings.
“I thought about this instant
which really was a significant,
formative incident in President
Kennedy’s life ... and I also thought
about my family and what it meant
that my father’s brother was on
this boat,” Kennedy said.
Kennedy’s boat was leading
three other boats on patrol through
the Blackett Strait in the Solomon
Islands during the early morning
hours of August 2, 1943, when the
Japanese destroyer Amagiri hit
the boat.
Although many historians had
believed that PT-109 was split in
two by the impact, Ballard said the
sonar images captured by his expe-

dition indicate the boat may have
had only a small section sheared
off or may have only received a
glancing blow.
Two men died in the collision,
and 11 survived.
The U.S. Navy, convinced that
the entire crew had died, held a
memorial service for the men.
Over the next few days,
Kennedy swam from island to
island looking for food and help for
his crew. He hauled one of his
injured men to an island by swimming
with a strap from the man’s lifejacket in
his teeth. Finally, on August 7, he carved
a message into a coconut shell and gave
it to native islanders to take to rescuers;
help arrived two days later.
Kennedy was awarded the Navy and
Marine Corps Medal for heroism, and
also received the Purple Heart for his
injuries.

A permanent display at the Kennedy
museum includes the coconut shell and
other artifacts, including the tattered
American flag from PT-109, which had
been sent home by a crew member just
before the ship sank.
Keresey, who arrived on Ballard’s
research vessel in the South Pacific on
the day PT-109 was found, said he vividly recalled his own time on a PT boat
when he saw the torpedo launcher.
“It was an emotional experience,”
said Keresey, now 86. “It was really a
thrill seeing that.”
The Kennedy family endorsed
Ballard’s expedition — funded by
National Geographic — after he agreed
not to disturb the site out of respect for
the two men who died. To confirm
that the boat was PT-109, Ballard
compared drawings of the boat’s
torpedo launcher and steering
mechanism. They matched.

SUBLESSORS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

SUBLESSORS
NEEDED!!
January-July. 2 BR Apt, 11th &
Jackson. $250/mo + utilities.
Water & Trash paid! W/D. Call
348.1679 ASAP!!
_________________________11/12
Great 1 bdrm apt to sublease
spring semester only minutes
from
campus
only
$425/month. Phone 345-6754
ASAP.
_________________________11/14
Sublessor Wanted: One bedroom, newer apt. 11/2 blks
froom Old Main $355/month.
Call 512-9668
_________________________11/15
SUBLESSORS
NEEDED!
January-May. Two bedroom
apartment. Directly behind
Buzzard.
ONLY $185 each!
Call 348-0139.
_________________________11/15
1 sublessor needed to share 3
bedroom apartment for spring
semester. $300/month. Trash,
water, parking included, 1
block frrom campus. Call
Jessica at 348-9301.
_________________________11/22
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Large
1 bdrm apt. January- Junne.
Close
to
Campus,
$335/month. Call Traci at 815953-0913
_________________________12-1

USA Spring Break Presents
Spring Break 2003. Campus Reps
Wanted. Earn 2 free trips for 15
people.
Cancun,
Bahamas,
Mazatlan, Jamaica, Acapulco, South
Padre, & Florida. Call Toll Free
1.877.460.6077. www.usaspringbreak.com
_________________________11/8
JUST SPENCE’S 1148 6th Street.
Open Tuesday through Saturday,
1:0-5pm. A priceless shop? Well,
we’re a tagless shop, you be the
judge! All new lower prices. Fame,
Friendly people! 345-1469.
_________________________11/13
Fraternities~Sororities~Clubs~St
udent Groups~Earn $1,000$2,000 this semester with a
proven Campus Fundraiser 3
hour fundraising event. Our programs make fundraising easy with
no risks. Fundraising dates are
filling quickly. so get with the program!
It
works.
Contact
CampusFundraiser at (888) 9233238 or visit www.campusfundraiser.cocm
_________________________11/14
***SPRING BREAK BLOWOUT***
LOWEST PRICES & FREE TRIPS
FREE MEALS AND PARTIES,
BOOK BY NOV. 6TH, limited
inventory left, Most RELIABLE**15 YEARS EXPERIENCE
FEATURED ON TRAVEL CHANNEL, & MTV.
SUNSPLASH
TOURS.COM 1-800-426-7710
_________________________11/23
BEFORE YOU SPRING BREAK,
E-BREAK! The online authority for
Spring
Break
2003!
Visit
www.ebreaknow.com for all of
your Spring Break needs!
_________________________12/16

ACAPULCO-BIANCHI-ROSSI
TOURS-SPRING BREAK! The only
company exclusive to Acapulco!
That’s why we’re the BEST. “Go Loco
Inn Acapulco” with the #1 Spring
Break Company in Acapulco for 16
years! Call 800.875.4525 Today.
www.bianchi-rossi.com. Be a Rep,
travel FREE-ask how!
_________________________12/16

***ACT NOW!!! Guarantee the best
SPRING BREAK PRICES! South
Padre, Cancun, Jamaica, Bahamas,
Acapulco, Florida & Mardi Gras.
TRAVEL FREE, Reps needed, Earn
$$$$. Group Discounts for 6+.
1.888.THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578
dept 2626) www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16

#1 Spring Break Vacations! Mexico,
Jamaica, Bahamas, Florida, Texas!
Campus Reps Wanted! Best Prices.
Free Parties & Meals! 1.800.234.7007
endlesssummertours.com
_________________________12/16

****ACT FAST!! Save $$$, Get
Spring Break Discounts! 1.888
THINKSUN (1.888.844.6578 dept
2626)
www.springbreakdiscounts.com
_________________________12/16

PERSONALS
70% of EIU students drink 1
day a week or LESS OR NOT
AT ALL (n= 471 representative
students, Spring 2002).
_________________________11/15
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FOOTBALL

Three OVC teams make recent polls
Eastern moves to No. 3 in Sports
Network Poll

its first eight-win season since 1967 and increase
the Indians chance at an at-large berth.

Matthew Stevens

Murray State

◆

S TA F F W R I T E R

It’s somehow fitting that Roy Kidd’s final home
game would have a huge impact in deciding the
outcome of the Ohio Valley Conference championship.
However, it was up-and-coming Southeast
Missouri head coach Tim Billings who stole the
show by earning his first career victory against
Eastern Kentucky.
“It’s a bitter-sweet feeling because you hate to
see him lose his last home game,” Billings said.
That was SEMO’s first victory over Kidd in 13
tries.
Southeast Missouri went down to Richmond, Ky.
and defeated the Colonels 35-21 to make Kidd’s atlarge berth hopes a little more dim.
That victory put three OVC teams ranked in the
Sports Network Poll (No. 3 Eastern, No. 25 EKU
and No. 26 SEMO).

The first thing that Racers head coach Joe
Pannunzio did was give a big thank you to SEMO
head coach Tim Billings.
“Thank you Tim. I owe you one,” Pannunzio said.
If the Racers can defeat Tennessee - Martin on
the road this week, the OVC championship will go
through Stewart Stadium in Murray, Ky.
The problem is that Murray State is 0-4 on the
road this season and Pannunzio stressed how his
team isn’t looking past the Skyhawks.
“It would be crazy to look past UTM,” Pannunzio
said.
Pannunzio believes that their new freshman and
junior college transfers are now coming together
at the perfect time.
“Early in the year our new players and transfers
weren’t gelling like we wanted, but now I’m really
proud of our team chemistry,” Pannunzio said.
Eastern

SEMO
Tim Billings’ program turn-around became officially complete last Saturday when his Indians
pulled the upset of the conference by defeating
Eastern Kentucky 35-21 in Richmond.
Walter Payton award candidate flanker Willie
Ponder broke the OVC single-season record for
receiving yards by catching nine passes for 185
yards and three TDs.
“They played a lot of man-man coverage, and
when you go one-on-one against Willie Ponder, you
better be pretty good,” Billings said.
SEMO’s defense stepped up big and only allowed
60 yards rushing to the Colonels who predominately use the three yards and a cloud of dust offensive
philosophy.
“Our defensive line didn’t get a lot of pressure,
but we were able to stop their run really well,”
Billings said.
The last matchup for the Indians this season will
be Senior Day in Cape Girardeu, Mo. against
future OVC member Samford.
If SEMO wins against the Bulldogs, it will earn

The Panthers will take its show to non-conference play against Howard Schnellenberger’s
Florida Atlantic project team.
Florida Atlantic is attempting to go I-A in about
two years and with such a high-profile coach like
Schnellenberger, the Owls should be more competitive than its 1-10 record shows.
Spoo mentioned how talented the Owls are but
have failed to get such key position players academically eligible.
“They have good players that play hard,” Spoo
said.
If Eastern can win the last two regular season
games, they will finish undefeated and possibly
receive a top seed in the NCAA Tournament.
“There are implications because it would be
great for recruiting at this program,” Spoo said.
Spoo did mention the fact that the Panther
defense did give its best performance of the season because when the first-string came out,
Eastern was up 53-13.
“It was a good performance because the defense
only gave up one long scoring drive,” Spoo said.

S T E P H E N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Junior linebacker Jacob Maurer brings down Tennessee-Martin freshman quarterback Brady Wahlberg in Eastern’s 55-43 victory Saturday at O’Brien Stadium.
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RUGBY

Rugby team ends season undefeated
By Michael Gilbert
S TA F F W R I T E R

The Eastern rugby team finished its season Saturday by beating Purdue and Ball State in
Bloomington, Ind., at the Indiana
Tournament.
In the opening game against the
Boilermakers,
the
Panthers
scored in the first minute on senior Anne Le Lannic’s 30-yard run.
The Panthers scored twice more
in the next five minutes on long
runs by junior Mary Archer and
freshman Amy Lalko. At halftime, the Panthers led 31-0 and
never looked back en route to a

58-0 victory over the Boilers.
With his teams’ 10th consecutive win, head coach Frank
Graziano was pleased with the
effort against the Big Ten school.
“We’ve played Purdue several
times (in the past) and played
fairly well against them. This was
no different,” Graziano said.
“Everybody played well.”
Next up for the Panthers was
its first ever meeting against Ball
State. The Panthers wasted little
time denting the scoreboard
against the Cardinals. Le Lannic
picked up a muffed opening kickoff and ran into the corner for the
first of many scores. Eastern led

by 50 at the half and would add 31
more points to finish off the
Cardinals 81-0.
Even though the Panthers
defeated Purdue and Ball State by
a combined score of 139-0,
Graziano said his team stayed
focused and still played hard.
“We practice hard, and that
helps us remain focused,”
Graziano said. “We don’t look at
the scoreboard, and we always
support each other during the
games.”
The Panthers ended the year
11-0 and with 10 shutouts. Only on
Sept. 7, against Southern Illinois
at the SIU Tournament, did the

Panthers fail to blank the opposition. Eastern defeated the Salukis
19-12 and took home first place in
the tournament.
Throughout the season, Eastern
outscored its competition 683-12.
The Panthers had 117 tries while
only surrendering two. The team
had nine straight shutouts to close
the season.
With a perfect win/loss record
and an amazing point differential,
Graziano said this is his strongest
rugby team during his four-year
tenure as coach of the Panthers.
“So far this is the best,”
Graziano said. “I can not praise
the team and everyone who has

Meinheit:

Squeak:

Draw:
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a big draw to students. It is a
credit to you all and a credit to
the university.”
Hencken also offered his
encouragement telling the team
that he know they could beat
Purdue.
The Panthers are hoping they
do not experience any deja vu in
the tournament. Last year they
lost to Notre Dame 2-0 in the
first round.
“Last year was nice,” senior
midfielder Cara LeMaster said.
“We made it there, but this year
we had to fight for it. We’re not
happy just being there.”

Domercant said that he looked forward to
the matchup with the 41-year-old Ehlo.
“He knows the game,” Domercant said.
“He’s not the quickest guy out there, but he
plays controlled, smart basketball, and he
still made plays.”
Ehlo was equally impressed with
Domercant.
“He’s got the scorer’s mentality and scorer’s touch,” Ehlo said. “He’s kinda in between
in height, and that could make it tough for
him.”
Ehlo said he had a tough time keeping up
with Domercant.
“I read the paper this morning. That’s the
first thing that when wrong,” Ehlo joked.
“Coach said that I couldn’t play defense on
him.”
The Panthers received a quality game
from junior center Jesse Mackinson with an
8-11 day shooting for 16 points.
Samuels was slightly disappointed with his
team’s effort on defense.
“We were beating each other up in practice
this week,” Samuels said. “We didn’t see any
of that intensity in the first 20 minutes.”

Ballard expects tough game against
Big Ten foe Purdue

This day in Panther
sports...
◆ 1993: Eastern loses to Western
Kentucky 28-14 dropping their
record to 3-6-1.

been involved in our program
enough. It has been an outstanding season for us.”
Eastern was originally scheduled to play in Ohio against the
Dayton Flyers, but the university
informed Graziano earlier in the
week that they could not field a
team.
“Dayton lost a bunch of players
so they were unable to play us,”
Graziano said. “We were disappointed not to compete against
Dayton. They are a good team and
their situation is unfortunate. We
welcomed the opportunity to
compete in the Indiana tournament on such short notice.”

CONTINUED FROM PAGE 12

Ballard says that Eastern has a tough
game ahead of them but is pleased with
the outcome of the selection. “We have
got our hands full with Purdue,”
Ballard said. “I still think that’s a fabulous draw for us.”
For freshman and first year players,
this experience may not have been
expected coming into the season. “I had
no idea we would be this good,” freshman defender Lee
Ann Langsfeld said.
For last year’s players, it was not only an expectation to
return to the tournament, but they wanted to bring it to
the next level with a victory.
“We were pumped and excited last year just to be
there,” junior forward Beth Liesen said. “This year we
are not going be just satisfied with being there. We want
to win.”
A win over Purdue could give the Panthers a possible
rematch against Notre Dame (11-7) in the second round if
the Irish can get by Big Ten Tournament champion Ohio
State (8-10-3) in Friday’s second game in South Bend.

COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Sophomore midfielder Rachel Dorfman
calls her mother while on the front
porch of Lou Hencken’s house Monday
afternoon to inform her where they will
be playing in the NCAA tournament.

Ye a r b o o k
Pictures
Call 581-2812 for more info.

November 11 - 15
$5 for Seniors
9 am to 5 pm
$4 for Underclassmen
Union Walkway
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LONG

SHOT

WOMEN’S

M & W Swimming at IUPUI
5 p.m.
Volleyball at SEMO
7 p.m.
Cross Country at NCAA Regional
Football vs. Florida Atlantic
1:30 p.m. O’Brien
Wrestling at CMU Open
All Day

SOCCER

Panthers draw Purdue in College Cup
Eastern travels to South Bend, Ind.,
to play No. 18 Boilermakers

◆
Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

Deja vu in
women’s
soccer action
“I have a fever and the only
cure is more cowbell.”
Whoa! Deja vu. (Sorry for
ramming the same “Saturday
Night Live” quote down your
throats for the second week in
a row, but I thought it was a
clever way to introduce my
point, and when I think something is clever there is no stopping me from using it no matter how dumb it might be).
The reason it is so clever is
that the women’s soccer team
might be feeling a little bit of
deja vu itself. After defeating
Southeast Missouri in the Ohio
Valley Conference Tournament
championship game for the
second year in a row, the
Panthers will go to South Bend,
Ind. for the first round of the
NCAA Tournament for the second year in a row.
On Monday, the Panthers
found out that its would get a
rematch with Purdue Friday in
the first round of the NCAA
Tournament. Last spring, the
Panthers played to a 2-2 tie
with the Boilermakers, who
are in its fifth season of NCAA
play.
The tournament pairings
were announced on ESPN
NEWS at 3:45 p.m, but since
ESPN NEWS is not provided on
campus cable, the Panthers
were welcomed into interim
President Lou Hencken’s home
to watch the pairings
announced.
The Panthers were treated
to pizza, generously donated by
Pizza Hut. Director of
Athletics Rich McDuffie and
his wife Judy helped serve the
players as they crowded into
Hencken’s home.
The Panthers made the tight
squeeze around the television
in Hencken’s living room.
“If I have this much trouble
getting 25 women in here, I
won’t be able to get 100 football players in here, so the
football pairings better be on
ESPN,” Hencken said.
As the pairings announcement drew near, Hencken
joked with the players by asking if anyone minded if he
turned on the “Jerry Springer”
show.
The announcements, that
were scheduled for at 3:30
p.m., were made about 15 minutes late, but the Panthers didn’t have to wait much longer to
discover whom they would
face.
The Panthers were in the
first bracket announced, along
with No. 1 seed Stanford, but
the Panthers will have to win
two games before they have to
worry about the No.1 team in
the nation.
Following the brief pairing
announcements, the Panthers
thanked Hencken for hosting
them. Hencken then thanked
the Panthers.
“You are great representatives to Eastern Illinois
University,” Hencken told the
team. “This year we have the
largest freshman class, and I
believe our athletic program is
SEE MEINHEIT
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By Matt Williams
S TA F F W R I T E R

One day after knocking off Southeast Missouri
4-3 in penalty kicks in the Ohio Valley Conference
Tournament championship, the Eastern women’s
soccer team waited to see who they would play
next.
The Panthers (11-7-3) won in dramatic fashion
over SEMO for the second straight year to earn
their second trip to the NCAA Women’s College
Cup in school history.
The Panthers, one of 29 teams to receive an
automatic bid, sat around the television Monday
afternoon to see who they would be playing in the
first round on Friday.
Eastern’s questions were answered quickly as
they were announced in the first bracket against
the Purdue Boilermakers. They will travel to a
familiar setting as they head to South Bend, Ind.,
with the game set for 4 p.m.
Eastern traveled to South Bend last year in their
first tournament experience in a 2-0 loss against
sixth seeded Notre Dame.
Ballard believes that playing in South Bend will
be beneficial for Eastern. “We have been on that
field before, and we have experienced that environment of having three to four thousand fans in
the stands,” Ballard said. “I think experience is a
blessing.”
The Boilermakers (13-4-3), members of the Big
10 Conference, will be making their first tournament appearance in the team’s short existence.
The team was created just five years ago but has
already been recognized in national (No. 14) and
regional (No. 1 Great Lakes) rankings. They
received one of the 35 at-large bids after bowing
out to Ohio State in the Big Ten semifinals.
SEE DRAW
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COLIN MCAULIFFE/PHOTO EDITOR

Eastern women’s soccer players gather around the television to watch the selections for the
NCAA Women’s College Cup. The Panthers will play Purdue in the first round at 4 p.m. on Friday
in South Bend, Ind.

BASKETBALL

Eastern squeaks by in exhibition win
By Matt Meinheit
A S S O C I AT E S P O RT S E D I T O R

S T E P E H N H A A S / S TA F F P H O T O G R A P H E R

Senior guard J.R. Reynolds dribbles the ball up the court in the first half of Eastern’s 95-89 victory over the NBC
Thunder Monday in Lantz Arena.

It took the Eastern men’s basketball team 35 minutes before they
awoke from their summer slumber.
In the Panthers’ first and only
exhibition game of the season, the
NBC Thunder, a collection of former college and professional players, held a lead as late as the 2:22
mark in the second half, but the
Panthers came back to claim a 9889 victory.
The Panthers trailed for most of
the second half but never by more
than eight points.
“We were a little out of sync and
out of rhythm,” senior guard Henry
Domercant said.
“The team is still
Eastern
just getting that
95
confidence and
getting
that
chemistry
on
NBC Thunder
offense. We’ll be
89
fine. I have confidence in all my
teammates
to
make shots.”
Domercant helped the Panthers
come back late, seven of his 35
points coming in the final five minutes of the game.
Domercant warmed up in the
second half after making 4 of 15
from the field for 12 points in the
first half. In the second half,
Domercant made 6 of 10 from the
field including 4 of 6 from beyond
the three-point line.
“Henry picked it up in the second
half when we convinced him to
catch and shoot,” Eastern head
coach Rick Samuels said. “He has
to come off a screen and think
shot.”
Domercant was given a taste of
the NBA facing former Cleveland
Cavalier Craig Ehlo.
SEE SQUEAK
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